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Tight (2011)

Director:  Jason Danilak & Shaun Donnelly

Where to get it: MVD/Wild Eye

“Tight” is a kick-ass, all-girl, hard-rock band. Think Go-Go’s meet Metallica. The four member rock 

band came together in Las Vegas where each hopes they can make the transition from porn star to rock 

star. And while the ladies do take part in a whole lot of sexual acts, it should probably noted that this 

isn’t a porn in any sense of the form. And what nudity we do have is more or less very funny and not 

much above the normal R rated sexual acts.

I found this movie to be strangely amusing to the point that I had no trouble at all watching it and 

having it hold my attention. We women are obviously hot and are distracting for obvious reasons, but 

we can’t deny the acting skills of these women. The key here is for them to act natural since it’s a 

mocumentary dealing with an apparent band. I don’t know how much actual acting was done when 

defining each girl’s character but they play their parts perfectly.  Bree Olsen and her “cousin” are also 

tossed into the mix as the managers and such, which makes for more legit funny moments.

Maybe one complaint could be that the film runs a little bit long, but I don’t think you will ever get 

bored. And it might sound crazy to some since it will be compared to the cult classic, This is Spinal 

Tap, so much that I’d probably put this right up there with that film overall. I think at times it can be 

just as funny as Spinal Tap and the only real complaint is we get some camera work in spots that 

somewhat kill the documentary vibe, but that is a minor complaint. If you dig hot women and funny 

comedy moments then you will enjoy this one a whole lot.

(7/10)
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